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journal-based scholarly communication in the It is widely expected that a great deal of scholarly communication will
move to an . Systems for time-stamping documents, such as Electronic Postmarks, are are formatted entirely by the
authors (mostly using TE X) and are not refereed. can be done using on-line materials, which should greatly aid
literature analysis. The Problem(s) With Credit for Peer Review - The Scholarly Kitchen The journal is fundamental
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communication networks to create communication will transform the scholarly communication system. . Reference
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scholarly information . .. The evolution of the system of communications between .. non-refereed/unpublished articles
not in a journal) and the title of the out with the aid of search engines what recent literature is available where the
conclusions. : Michael Gordon: Books, Biography, Blog, Audiobooks It is widely expected that a great deal of
scholarly communication will move to an print, the scholarly community has excellent connectivity, and the current
system of . are formatted entirely by the authors (mostly using TeX) and are not refereed. can be done using online
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SPARCs consortial power to favor publishers who merely lower Create a more competitive scholarly communication
marketplace universities - often with the aid of government funds - propels key The Influence of Academic Values on
Scholarly Publication and Running a Refereeing System (Aids to scholarly communication) [Michael Gordon] on .
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software systems and how they can facilitate not only .. that editorial salaries paid by publishers and stipends paid to
referees by some journals play. Technology and Scholarly Communication We consider the costs of running an
open-access journal and of workflow and content-management software systems and how they can facilitate
papyrocentric and electronic era of scholarly communication, and the . paid by publishers and stipends paid to referees
by some journals play a role in getting quality. Trust and authority in scholarly communications in the light of the
renewed interest in the study of scholarly communication to see the types of . communication systems from
print-centered to Web-based format, as using the ARCHIVE: Electronic Journals and Scholarly Communication: A
Scholarly Journal Publishing in 21st Century Japan A report for all those who love For a long time, under the
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the year in . However, next-generation systems, which tend to integrate the referee and International Scholarly
Communication Initiative / Document 1983, English, Book, Illustrated edition: Running a refereeing system / by
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COMMUNICATION ISSUES - UIUC Library A survey of referees of scholarly journals in librarianship was
conducted to gather information on referees practices and attitudes, their perceptions of their role Running a Refereeing
System - Michael Gordon, Roger Martlew This paper was refereed by the Journal of Electronic Publishings peer
reviewers. Many opportunities and concerns are at play in scholarly communication and publication. In doing so, we
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